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ABSTRACT

A microscopic model of the glass transition and the glassy state

is presented. It is exactly solvable, and offers a unified view of the

equilibrium and non-equilibrium aspects of the glass transition. It also

provides a statistical-mechanical justification of the irreversible

thermodynamic models of the glass transition proposed earlier.
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Glasses are too familiar to everybody to require an introduction

The common glasses are formed by cooling certain liquids known as easy glass

formers. An easy glass former liquid is first cooled quicSCLy in the vicinity

of its normal freezing point to avoia crystallization. This produces a

supercooled liquid in metastable equilibrium. The supercooled liquid is then

cooled slowly until at a temperature T , known as the glass transition

s

temperature, it solidifies into a glass. The transition temperature T~ is

approximately two thirds of the normal freezing temperature but it is not

very sharply defined and moreover it depends appreciably on the rate at
j) -3)

vhich the glass former is cooled ' . Higher rates of cooling result in

a higher transition temperature. Experiments show that the internal

relaxation processes in the liquid become progressively slower as it is
1*1 5)

cooled towards the glass transition temperature ' . This is reflected,

for example, in the steep rise of tiie viscosity of the liquid as the glass

transition is approached. The viscosity rises steeply but smoothly across

the transition temperature T . In fact, it is often customary to define

T g as the temperature where the viscosity has attained the value 10

poise. At this value of viscosity the configurational relaxation times of

the material are in the range of a few minutes to a few hours, and therefore

are in the range of typical experimental times. Below T. , the relaxation

rates appear to slow down further continuously but it is hard to monitor

them adequately due to the limited time of experimental observation. This

brings forth an important point regarding the glass transition, that is it

is difficult to conclude from the experiments whether the glass corresponds

to a. thermodynamic equilibrium state, or a non-equilibrium state. In other

words, it is difficult to say whther the observed properties of glass are

due to a distinct structural change from the supercooled liquid state, or

they are due to the fact that we measure responses to changes in1 external

forces before the glass is able to come to thermal equilibrium with the

changed forces. In view of this difficulty we have to turn to theoretical

models of the glass transition for guidance.

It is outside the scope of this paper to review all existing

theoretical models of the glass transition. We mention a few in order to

provide the reader with a general perspective in which to view the model

to be presented in this paper. There is a class of models of the glass

transition which are based on thermodynamics of irreversible processes

Here the main idea is to relate the thermodynamic properties of the non-

equilibrium glass to those of the equilibrium liquid from which it is formed.

These models, though quite old, have lasting value because they do not make
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any assumptions about the microscopic structure of glass. However, these

models invoke the concept of an extra parameter z., in addition to volume V,

pressure P ana temperature T which is needed to describe the system. The

parameter z is assumed to "be a function of P, and T, in the liquid state

but a constant in the glass state. A central result of these models is 5)

where AC-, A K, and &a , are respectively,the differences of the specific

heat, compressibility and expansion coefficient between the liquid state and

the glass state in coexistence. Experimentally the quantity on the left-

hand side of the above equation Is found to be somewhat larger than unity,

but the fact that it applies closely to a wide range of glasses is strong

support for the thermodynamic theories. There are also some statistical-

mechanical theories of the glass transition. Prominent among these are

theories due to Gibbs and Di Maraio , and due to Cohen and Great

The Gibbs and Di Marzio theory Is based on Flory's theory of polymer

statistics , In the Flory theory the entropy of the system becomes

negative at sufficiently low temperatures which is clearly unphysical, and

may be due to an error in the method used for counting statistical con-

figurations. Gibbs and Di Marzio make the assumption that the entropy Is

zero in the region in which the Flory theory says it is negative. This is

their basic mechanism for producing the glass transition which is associated

with vanishing of entropy at a finite temperature. The theory due to Cohen
a

and Grest hasJmore firm basis but it is not a microscopic theory. It utilizes

the thermodynamic idea of an extra parameter z, called "free volume" in

this case, and builds up on this using concepts of percolation theory. In

the following, we shall present a. new theory of the glass transition which

has two important features (i) it offers statistical-mechanical explanation

of the "excess" variable z postulated in the thermodynamic theories and

ii) it connects the equilibrium and non-equilibrium aspects of the glass

transition. Our theory is based on a microscopic model which we discuss

next.
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TIEE MODEL

The first step in constructing a model is to decide on the relevant

variables of the problem. The variables which we shall use for a glassy

system are the same as those used for crystalline systems but we shall

impose a constraint on the thermal expectation value of these variables.

For the sake of clarity, consider a hypothetical lattice which the glassy

system would have occupied if it were crystalline. Let <5x. denote the

distance of the i atom or molecule from the lattice point closest to it.

The co-ordinates 6x. so defined, along with their conjugate momenta p^

form our basic variables. These variables are quantum mechanical and

satisfy the usual commutation relation^

In the crystalline state the therml expectation value of 6x. would be zero
-+2 1

while that of Sx. a finite quantity depending upon the temperature. In
order to describe a glassy system, however, we impose the constraint

= a. N (£)

where the angular brackets denote thermal expectation value, and a is

a constant having dimension of length. It is worth noting that the

constraint is put on the expectation value of a set of operators, and not

on the operators directly. The problem of working with constrained operators

Is complicated because in that case we would not have N pairs of operators

each satisfying commutation relation (l) Independently. However, the

constraint (2) does not pose any difficulty. This constraint creates an

intrinsic disorder among the variables Sx.. With reference to the

crystalline state, the disorder may be quite large depending on the value

of a In Eq.(2). In requiring E Sx^ to have a fixed thermal expectation

value independent of temperature, the constraint (2) in fact rules out

the possibility of the system ordering into a crystalline state.

Having decided the variables of the problem, the next step is to

define a Hamiltonian, or an effective Hamiltonian, so that the expectation

values such as in Eq.{l), and other thermodynamic quantities may be calculated.

Our model shall have the following effective Hamiltonian:
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(3)

The first term in Eq,(3) Is obviously the kinetic energy term, m being the

mass of each atom or molecule. The second and third terms are the potential

energy terms. We have assumed that the potential energy is a quadratic

function of the co-ordinates fix. , There is some experimental support

for assuming the quadratic effective Hamiltonian (3). This comes from the
\2) 131

observation ' that for a wide variety of glasses the molar heat

capacity approaches the limiting Dulong-Petit value 3MB at T . It should be

noted that the parameter u in Eq.(3) is not a free parameter. I ts value

is determined by the constraint Eq,(2), We shall assume that the pair inter-

actions J.. are random variables varying randomly in magnitude as well as

in sign. This may be understood as follows. Imagine each pair of atoms

connected by a spring. In a glassy state as many springs may be stretched

beyond their natural length as may be compressed. So there may be as many

attractive pair forces as repulsive. We are interested in examining

whether an effective Hamiltonian that has this feature of the glassy state

built into i t can lead to a useful description of the glass transition.

For convenience, we take J to have a Gaussian distribution with mean
ij

value zero, and variance <T;

(h)

The results we present in the following will not be affected much when other

distributions are considered. The same is also true for distributions

with a non-zero mean value as long as the mean is smaller than the variance.

RESULTS

The Hamiltonian in Eq.. (3) being quadratic in p. and Sx. is

in principle as veil as in practice exactly diagonalizable. We shall not

present here any mathematical details as these have already been published
14)in the context of spinglasses . We shall simply recall the main

results of our analysis. The free energy is given by the expression

-5-
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where 6 = m/(^6fi)c . The parameter y in Eq.(5) depends upon temperature.

Its value is determined by the constraint Eq.{2) which can now be rewritten

as

(6)*L\ = a N

EIJS.C5) and (6), when analysed carefully, show a phase transition at a

temperature T« determined by the following equation:

If
37T (7)

where g =l~—n . The prec i se value of T depends upon g but q u a l i t a t i v e l y
tij aaar 1

t h e r e s u l t i s as f o l l o w s . For g > 3T/1( t h e r e i s no s o l u t i o n of Eq. (T)

meaning t h a t t h e r e i s no phase t r a n s i t i o n . When g = 3 T A , T = 0 . When

g = 0 , I L T = o a
2 For g v a l u e s between 3TTrt and z e r o , T l i e s between ae ro

and oa /k
o

In order to appreciate the nature of the phase transition, it is

convenient to look at the temperature dependence of Jk. , and quantities Q^

and CĴ  defined as

(8a)

(8b)
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We find that at high temperature jU. is nearly equal to g- fc_T, and it

decreases as T decreases till it becomes equal to 0* . The temperature

at which fx. becomes equal to a" is the transition temperature T . Below

1 , u stays equal to 0" . In this way u is analogous to the "excess"

4.

variable which had to be Introduced in an ad hoc way in the thermodynamics

of glass transition. Further insight into the nature of transition is

provided by examining the quantities Q^ and Qp. Starting from the high

temperature side, we find that Qp remains zero upto T = T , and thereafter

it increases smoothly to a saturation value at T =• 0, 0 remains zero at

all temperature. This means that ^Sx. ̂  acquires a finite value below

T but this value is random from site to site. In other words, at the

transition temperature T , atoms spontaneously acquire a tendency to freeze

into random positions. The freezing gradually increases with decreasing

temperature until it is complete at T = 0. Therefore we may associate

the transition at T with the transition of a supercooled liquid to a glassy

state. In this model, a true thermodynamic second-order phase transition

occurs from the liquid to the glassy state at T . Thus T may be thought
q 4 2 )

of as the Ideal glass transition temperature T in the sense of Kauztnann

Interesting connections between equilibrium and kinetic aspects of

the phenomena associated with glass transition are provided by the dynamical

properties of our model. The evolution in time of a system characterized

by the Hamiltonian (3), and in thermal contact with a heat bath at temperature

T, is governed by the following equations:

- I

(9a)

(9b)

where £ = (1L T } ~ , T is an arbitrary constant, and f.(t) Is a stochastic

variable with the property

(9c)

The second and third terms in Eq.(9b) take into account the effect of the

heat bath. The random force f . ( t ) due to thermal fluctuations, and the

coefficient PT of the velocity proportional viscous force are related to

each other Toy Eq.(9c) in accordance with the Einstein relation. The essential
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role of the parameter Sf is to define a convenient time scale. We assume

that <Sx.(t) varies slowly over time periods of the order of m(8r)"~ , and

we are mainly interested in solutions of Eq^(9a) and (9b) over time periods

much larger than m(&r) . The momentum p., on the other hand, varies

rapidly over time periods comparable to (&r) , and over larger periods its

effect is simply to give rise to a renormaliaed random force acting on the

variables Sx.(t). It is most interesting to look at the long time behaviour

of the quantity

z
A

(10)

We find for T > T

JL
(3<r

and for

where gJ" = (.BF)"1, G(.~} = [g(2u-2<r) I"1, a is given by the relation

(12)

and I o and I are modified Bessel functions in the standard notation. From
1 _-} /p

Eqs.(ll) and (12) it follows that G(t) decays as t exp(-zt) above T
1 19

and as t at and below T . I t turns out that the velocity autocorrelation
,1

x.(0) fix. (t)^ can "be obtained by differentiating
i "

function



twice with respect to t,and therefore it too decays exponentially above T
q

and algebraically at and helov T , The leading behaviour is

"If
t

(13)

Eqs.(ll), (12) and (13) show that relaxation processes in the system are

exponentially fast above the glass transition temperature, and algebraically

slow below it. This is as to be expected. An interesting feature of these

equations is that above the transition T , even though the true functional
mm Q.

dependence of G(t) and G(t) on t is exponential, the characteristic

time for the exponential decay increases as z , or as (T-T ) , Therefore

in experiments with limited time of observation, the system would begin

to show glasslike behaviour at a temperature T above the true transition
g

temperature T . The range of temperature T -T may be fairly large
•because it scales as the inverse square root of the characteristic time of
measurement. We. may also calculate the frequency dependent isothermal

compressibility of the systems from the correlation function G(t). It is

given by the relation

/a \

we obtain (with a = I" = 1)

KM = 2 b<r u

Where b = |3(J and for T > T

(15a)

(15b)
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A= 0

B = i

C = i

and for I V < T

B= i(
C = - i

16 b X t 0 X ) ,

The general dependence of the real and imaginary part of the compressibility

on temperature and frequency has been sketched in Figs.la and Jib where we

have set 0 = 1 and V - 1 for convenience. It is seen that both the

real and the imaginary parts develop sharp singularities as the zero

frequency limit is approached. The imaginary part, however, diminishes in

magnitude as frequency is lowered.

CONCLUSION

By way of concluding this discussion, let us recapitulate the salient

features of the observed glass phenomena and our model of it. It Is generally

believed that the glass and the supercooled liquid being metastable states

would go to a crystalline state if left to themselves for a sufficiently

long time. However, experience shows that this time is practically

infinite for glasses and supercooled liquids close to their glass transition.

In the model presented in this paper the glass as well as the supercooled

liquid is described as a large fluctuation from the crystalline solid state.

This large fluctuation is constrained to remain fixed for all times and all

temperatures. Therefore, in our model, the glass or the supercooled liquid

could not go to the crystalline state even if left to themselves for an

infinitely long time. Instead, in this model, the glass and the supercooled

liquid go respectively to two distinct thermodynamic equilibrium states In

the infinite time limit. The two equilibrium states are separated by a

second order phase transition at the temperature T • Both states are
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spatially disordered but the disorder is of different nature in the two states.

The liquid can be thought of as the crystalline state with very large

equilibrium fluctuations while in the glass state the fluctuations are frozen

in. The two states are also distinct in the way they approach equilibrium.

The supercooled liquid state approaches equilibrium faster than the glassy

state. More precisely, the liquid relaxes exponentially fast with time t,
-3/2

while the glass relaxes algebraically slow as t . However, as the

iracte

Thus in experiments with limited

liquid temperature approaches T , the characteristic time for the

exponential decay increases as (T-T )

time of observation At, the supercooled liquid behaves glasslike at a

temperature T , which is higher than T . Qualitatively (T -T )" &t v i .
S 1 SI

This brings out the relationship hetween the equilibrium and non-equilibrium

aspects of the glass transition. As a by—product of our model, we find

that a thermodynamic description of the free energy of the supercooled

liquid glass system can he given by the usual thermodynamic parameters like

volume, pressure, temperature and an additional variable like /*(T) which

decreases with decreasing temperature until the transition temperature T ,

but assumes a. constant value equal to g- "below i t . Earlier thermodynamic

treatments of the glass problem had invoked the concept of such an "excess"

variable without being able to explain i ts microscopic origin. Our model

lends support to the thermodynamic treatments by showing how microscopic

constraints in the system can give rise to a thermodynamic variable identical

to the one postulated in the thermodynamic theories.
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FIGURE CAPTIOUS

Fig, la Real part of the compressibility as a function of temperature

for various values of frequency.

Fig, it, Imaginary part of the compressibility as a function of

temperature for various values of frequency. Note the change

of scale for different frequencies.
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